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Libris in brief

❏ Libris is the centralized Swedish union catalogue

❏ Edited by all Libraries in the Libris cooperation.

❏ Records exported to each local library system.

Libris XL: Linked data infrastructure based on Bibframe since June 2018

• Core system Database/Index/Conversions + Pipelines for Import/Export
• Libris Cataloging tool
• id.kb.se / Vocabulary, terms and linked data service



Libris XL 
...from project to operational process

Libris XL project ended September 2020, then...

...refitting of our methods and development process.

... still work from home, “new” team, broader scope.

... reorganization of KB.



Incremental improvements

Less frequent release schedule (4 per year)

➔ Stabilization of the system and infrastructure (Quality of life)
➔ Scripted data cleanups and normalization (Works) 
➔ Keeping up to date with Bibframe Vocabulary and conversions.
➔ Data validation (structural).
➔ Documentation of the System, API, etc.



https://github.com/libris/xl-docs

https://github.com/libris/xl-docs


https://libris.kb.se/sparql



Linking library agents/collections



Linking Persons to wikidata*

* In the upcoming Libris 1.23 release.



Linking:

❏ Enables Reuse
❏ Eliminates Redundancy
❏ Ensures Consistency

Work entities (in progress)



Work clustering

Work Title clustering focus: Modern fiction in Swedish (incl. translations).



Connecting data - Libris in context

Not only “things” in one system but an ecosystem of data. How well can 
we marry different worldviews/ontologies to make sense of things 
outside our box?

We use KBV, our application ontology mapped to BIBFRAME which 
gives us flexibility.

https://id.kb.se/vocab/

https://id.kb.se/vocab/


RDFS and OWL as Mapping Tools

rdfs:subPropertyOf rdfs:subClassOf
owl:equivalentProperty owl:equivalentClass

owl:propertyChainAxiom
                                             
rdfs:domain
rdfs:range
rdf:Statement



BIBFRAME in a context?



Defining boundaries?

What is the core duty of the Bibframe ontology? Providing a bridge from  
library collections in MARC to Linked data?

How do we view content acquired through digitization or born digital:
Embedded file metadata, Use of Schema.org/Dublin Core for 
accessibility in Epub3 for example?

Understand the structural differences in descriptions!



Vocabulary Maps (BF → DCT / Schema.org) prefix : <http://purl.org/dc/terms/>

</work/a> a :BibliographicResource ;
    :format bf:Print ;
    :isFormatOf <f/abstract/a> ;
    :identifier "12-3456-789-0" ;
    :issued "2017" ;
    :publisher <f/org/a> .

</abstract/a> a :BibliographicResource ;
    :contributor </person/a> ;
    :title "A" .

prefix : <http://id.loc.gov/ontologies/bibframe/>

</work/a> a :Print ;
    :carrier lccarrier:nc ;
    :instanceOf </abstract/a> ;
    :identifiedBy [ a :Isbn ;
                    rdf:value "12-3456-789-0" ] ;
    :provisionActivity [ a :Publication ;
            :agent </org/a> ;
            :date "2017" ] .

</abstract/a> a :Text ;
    :content :Text ;
    :title [ :mainTitle "A" ] ;
    :contribution [ :agent </person/a> ;
                    :role lcrel:ill ] .

prefix : <http://schema.org/>

</work/a> a :Book,
        :Product ;
    :exampleOfWork <f/abstract/a> ;
    :isbn "12-3456-789-0" ;
    :datePublished "2017" ;
    :publisher <f/org/a> .

</abstract/a> a :Book ;
    :illustrator </person/a> ;
    :name "A" .

http://purl.org/dc/terms/
http://id.loc.gov/ontologies/bibframe/
http://schema.org/


Moving forward



Providing scenarios and use-cases

1. When do we only need links to facilitate further exploration?
2. When do we need to to cached snapshots in our indexes for search?
3. When do we need a more stable entity and provide, for example a Swedish 

version? (still linking to the source of course)

When is BIBFRAME enough to express what we need?



Link/Cache/Copy/Transform?

Libris XL
Id.kb.se
Bibframe

SwePub
Research 
papers 
(Bibframe)

Data.kb.se
Digital objects, datasets (D-CAT/PREMIS/SDO)

Libris
Search based 
on Marc 

Swepub 
Search based 
on Marc

Wikidata

id.loc.gov

OCLC

Mimer
Digital archive

Metadata 
providers

Local ILS

SMDB
Audiovisual material

Bibdb
Library 
information



Data exchange?

Please tune in to the panel on day 3!



Discovery?

More work needs to be done exploring and prototyping the possibilities 
of Linked data applications.



Metadata and/or content?

A personal reflection...

When content is digital the possibility to transcribe, classify, find entities 
in text, images, audio etc with Machine Learning is already a fact.

There will be a greater need to describe the automated processes and 
activities as they happen, since we cannot always rely on set rules.

Metadata can be extracted, re-extracted, analyzed, re-analyzed all as 
algorithms get better. And much more ‘on demand’ than before.



Questions?

fredrik.klingwall@kb.se either by mail or in the slack chat. 

Presentations from earlier conferences is also available at https://www.casalini.it/bfwe2021/
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